In indoor applications, computed tomography is the process of transforming a network of intersecting attenuation measurements into a spatially resolved two-dimensional concentration map. In this study the Low Third Derivative method (LTD) was numerically evaluated and optimized for different conditions. A modified version of the LTD algorithm (LTD m ) was proposed and evaluated against the original version. Eight test maps were reconstructed under different conditions, such as weight ratio, pixel resolution, beam density and measurement noise. Performance of both LTD algorithms was found to be intimately related to the number of peaks and complexity in the test map and the steepness of the peaks. The LTD m algorithm improved the quality, especially for concentration maps including steep gradients and regions with very low concentrations. The LTD m method heavily lessened aliasing distortions and efficiently minimized the effects of noise.
Introduction
Pollutant dispersion indoors and ventilation efficiency, such as air change effectiveness and contaminant removal effectiveness, are commonly investigated experimentally using tracer gas techniques (e.g. Arghand et al., 2015; Conceição, Farinho, & L ucio, 2012; Larsson & Moshfegh, 2017; Olesen, Simone, Kraj c ık, Causone, & De Carli, 2011; Sandberg, 1981) . These studies often employ multiple pump-and-tube samplers placed at various locations in the region under investigation. The technique is intrusive and measurements are often performed with severely limited temporal and spatial resolution. Even real-time passive samplers usually have a response time on the order of minutes, since they are limited by the rate of molecular diffusion to the sensing element. Therefore, it is of interest to employ other techniques for measurement and detection of chemical concentrations indoors, particularly when the investigated region is extensive.
By means of optical remote sensing techniques, such as tuneable laser diodes and Fourier transform infrared spectrometers, a wide variety of chemicals can be detected in situ at concentrations as low as a few parts per million over path lengths of many meters Grant & Menzies, 1983; Todd & Leith, 1990) . The fundamental feature of optical sensing instruments is that they provide light extinction (attenuation) measurements.
Light extinction measurements indicate the degree to which a light beam is weakened by a medium. These measurements don't give any information about the spatial distribution of CONTACT M. Cehlin mcn@hig.se substances along the beam. However, by means of a tomographic algorithm, path-integrated measurements can be converted to 2-D spatial information about the concentration, i.e. computed tomography provides the ability to resolve local concentrations (Brooks & Di Chiro, 1975; Herman, 1979) . These maps can require far fewer measurements than would be required using traditional point measuring techniques to obtain the same level of resolution. However, the challenge is to produce accurate quantitative information. Computed tomography in combination with optical sensing has the potential to be an excellent tool for investigation of chemical dispersion indoors, which can create better understanding of indoor dispersion of pollutants and air flow pattern, and subsequently ventilation effectiveness, under various conditions. Reconstruction of chemical concentrations is troublesome, because they fluctuate in both time and space and the reconstruction area might be large, which makes sampling and reconstruction of chemical gases in air much harder than e.g. reconstructing organs in a body. Another dilemma is that the images should normally convey quantitative information rather than relative changes, for example absolute values for the gas concentration distribution in a given cross-sectional image.
In indoor applications, often only a very limited number of path-integrated measurements can be recorded. When a limited number of beams from a few projection angles are used, artefacts such as streaking and distortion can be encountered in the reconstructed gas concentration map (Santoro & Semerjian, 1981) . These reconstruction errors that arise on account of insufficiency of data are usually called aliasing distortions. It is of great importance to use a reconstruction algorithm that minimizes aliasing distortions when limited amount of data is available.
This paper provides numerical evaluation of the ability of the tomographic reconstruction approach called the Low Third Derivative (LTD) method to reconstruct indoor gas concentrations. A modified version of the LTD method (LTD m ) is proposed and evaluated against the original version. The effect on reconstruction quality due to various aspects, such as weight ratio, cut-off limit, pixel size, noise level and beam interval are investigated.
Theory
The strategy of computed tomography in indoor applications is to obtain a concentration distribution in the reconstructed map that would most likely yield the same path-integrated concentrations as those obtained from the optical measurements. Absorption tomography is based on physical processes that reduce intensity as radiation passes through the sample in straight lines. As light passes through a chemical gas the intensity will be reduced according to an absorption coefficient, a a , which has a 2-D spatial variation in each plane. The ratio of the light intensity traversing the gas, I, and to that incident on the medium, I 0 , is given by Beer s (or Lambert-Beer) law
where s is the path length of the light beam through the chemical gas. Since the molar concentration, c, is proportional to a a , one can write that
where p is path-integrated concentration. In discrete tomography the cross-section is considered a matrix of N cells. Each path-integrated concentration is the sum of the concentration for the pixels j along the ray i, multiplied by an interrogation factor, s ij , that denotes the length of path i through pixel j. The local molar concentration can then be predicted by means of a reconstruction algorithm. Considering all M beam paths, the relationship between cell concentration and path-integrated concentration can be expressed as
where i = 1, 2, …, M. Solving these sets of equations might appear to be a straightforward matrix-inversion problem. However, for situations where there are more unknowns than equations (N>M), conventional matrix inversion is not possible. Instead iterative approaches are commonly employed, which adjust the c j values by comparing computed path integrals with actual measured path integrals.
Reconstruction algorithms
A typical reconstruction method in discrete tomography consists of the source/detector configuration which models the physics, mathematical model expressing the relationship between data and model parameters, an underlying statistical model of the measured random variables (path integrals), and an iterative algorithm. The algorithm determines the 'best' estimate of the solution to the problem based upon the statistical model and the measured data. The basic premise of inverse theory is that the model parameters are estimated on the basis of data, thus the data and model parameters are related. Therefore errors will be mapped from data to model parameters. Hence, the choice of the type of statistics the random data is assumed to obey is critical.
Many fluid flows and chemical gas concentrations indoors are, at least partially, controlled by diffusion and thus characterized by smooth shapes and the absence of sharp edges (Cehlin & Sandberg, 2006) . Thus an algorithm converging toward smooth concentration distributions consistent with the path-integrated data is a rational choice. Furthermore, all pixels should be encountering non-negative values. Also, an algorithm has to be chosen that performs well for limited data (underdetermined problems).
Since 1990, when use of optical remote sensing methods to map the concentration distribution of indoor pollutants was suggested (Todd & Leith, 1990 ), many experimental and numerical studies have been performed to verify and improve the tomographic techniques. Commonly used algorithms for reconstruction of chemical concentrations are Smooth Basis Function Minimization (SBFM) (Drescher et al., 1997; Drescher, Gadgil, Price, & Nazaroff, 1996) , Maximum Likelihood Expectation-Maximization (MLEM) (Samanta & Todd, 2000; Verkruysse & Todd, 2005) , different Algebraic Reconstruction Techniques (ART) (Todd & Leith, 1990; Todd & Ramachandran, 1994) and the non-iterative LTD algorithm (Price, Fischer, Gadgil, & Sextro, 2000) and LTD m algorithm (Cehlin & Sandberg, 2002; Cehlin & Sandberg, 2006; Johansson, Galle, Rivera, & Zhang, 2009) . Among the three iterative techniques the MLEM algorithm combined with two techniques called grid-translation (GT) and multi-grid (MG), developed by Verkruysse and Todd (2005) , has shown to perform best for random concentration distributions.
The LTD and the LTD m algorithm
The reconstruction methods used in this study are the LTD algorithm, developed original by Price et al. (2000) , and a modified version of it called the LTD m . The modified version was introduced by Cehlin and Sandberg (2002) for real-time monitoring of a low-velocity axial air jet. In both these algorithms the linear inverse problem is solved by finding the pixel values that minimize the Euclidean distance (L 2 norm) between the estimated projections and the observed/measured ones. This enables real-time reconstruction of gas concentrations because a matrix inversion only has to be performed one time for a certain optical setup.
The method is based on the Bayesian approach, which reconstructs the concentration field as a tradeoff between matching the integrated data and regularizing the solution, by prior information. The regularization imposed by the prior information reflects feasible reconstructions of assumed characteristics.
In this approach, the estimate is the most probable image given the measured path integrals, prior information of the image solution and a statistical model of the data acquisition. The LTD algorithms seek reconstructed distributions in which the third spatial derivative of concentration is close to zero in each direction at every point, resulting in locally quadratic concentration profiles. For example, the third-derivative (change per pixel) between two adjacent pixels c(r,k) and c(r,k+1) is described by
In the LTD m algorithm an extra constraint is placed on the reconstructed concentration field. It states that pixels contained within beams whose path integral is under a certain cut-off limit (for example under the detection limit of the system) are forced to assign a concentration value of zero or at least very close to zero. One has to be careful not to penalize the solution too hard. Hence, even if a path value is below the cut-off limit some cells interrogated by the path can still have significant high concentration. In this article, the constraint is incorporated by dividing up each 'zero' path into shorter paths by splitting the path by the cell faces. Vertical cell faces split horizontal beams and horizontal cell faces split vertical beams, see Figure 1 .
Including both optical path information and prior information makes the problem overdetermined, allowing a least-square solution. All negative pixels after the least-square solution are automatically set to zero. The algorithms actual performs a weighted least-square solution because each equation is given a specific weight. The weights of the individual beams, w b , are set inversely proportional to their length. This ensures that each beam has nearly equal influence on the reconstruction. The weight can also for example be set inversely proportional to the measured projection (Tsui, Zhao, Frey, & Gullberg, 1991) . Setting weights on the prior information, w p , is more troublesome.
Very high values will force the reconstructed image to completely follow the prior distribution, which of course is not desired. On the other hand, very low values result in a highly non-unique solution with artefacts and non-smooth reconstructions (Cehlin & Sandberg, 2006) .
The weighted least-square solution can be calculated analytically bŷ c ¼ Hy;
and
where W is a diagonal matrix whose diagonal elements are weights (w b and w p ) and y is the vector of measurements plus prior information data (zeros). H includes the path information plus the prior information statements. 
Beam configuration and test concentration maps
Optical remote sensing geometric and tomographic reconstruction algorithms must be designed differently for the indoor application than for example medical applications. An ideal beam configuration for mapping of gases in a room consists of many parallel beams at many different projection angles. Sampling each cell identically (number and orientation) means that the reconstruction result is more or less independent of the locations of the gas sources and peaks. However, if the peak position of the gas is known to some extent, a non-symmetrical beam configuration might be more useful.
Method
A hypothetical quadratic region with side length l was used in this study. A symmetric path configuration was simulated using, in the basic configuration, four projection angles with a total of 120 beam paths, see Figure 2 . This resulted in a well-sampled region with a network of parallel beams similar to the path configurations used by Todd and Leith (1990) and Todd and Ramachandran (1994) . Numerical evaluation was also performed using 60 beam paths, i.e. using only 50% of the beams. Using only four projections results in a system of equations that is underdetermined. However, literature shows that reconstruction of Gaussian gas profiles can be performed with good quality from rather few beams sent through the region from only four projection angles (Cehlin & Sandberg, 2002; Cehlin & Sandberg, 2006; Price et al., 2000; Todd & Leith, 1990; Todd & Ramachandran, 1994 ). In the basic configuration the hypothetical test region was divided into square pixels with a width equal to the distance between light sources, i.e. a pixel resolution of 20 £ 20. Reconstructions were also made using a 10 by 10 grid as well as 30 by 30 grid in order to evaluate the effect of pixel resolution. Six continuously bivariate Gaussian type distributions were chosen to model concentration in the test region; five with single peak, one with three peaks. In all single-peak cases the highest concentration was in the middle of the hypothetical test region. For a symmetric beam configuration the position of the peak seems to have a minor impact on the reconstruction quality (Cehlin & Sandberg, 2002) . In Cehlin and Sandberg (2002) the peak error for map with a centrally placed single peak compared with a map with its peak placed far offset was negligible. The equations of all continuously bivariate Gaussian test maps are shown in Table 1 . In addition to the six Gaussian type distributions, two more complex (non-Gaussian) test maps were evaluated, see Figure 3 .
The cut-off limit of the hypothetical measuring system was assumed to be between 0.5l and 8l ppm-m. For a theoretical evaluation of the effect of random noise in the measurements on the reconstruction quality, the output of the detectors was modelled using a normal distribution with a mean of zero and relative standard deviation of §2.5% and §10%. Forty different noisy data sets and their resultant reconstructions were developed for each map. 
Evaluating reconstruction quality
The reconstructions were evaluated both qualitatively and quantitatively. The reconstructed maps were compared visually against the original images to evaluate peak shape, peak heights and artefacts. The quantitative measures used here were path-integrated data agreement, nearness and peak error. The Pearson r 2 value was used as a parameter to quantify the agreement between re-projection of the reconstructed image and path-integrated data from the test maps. The quantitative measure nearness, s, describes the pixel by pixel discrepancy between true original and the reconstructed image. A nearness of zero implies a perfect match.
Nearness is defined as.
where c j is the true centre value of the j th element in the matrix,ĉ j the predicted value in the j th element and c is the mean concentration of the true value in the matrix. The peak error is the difference between the maximum peak value of the original and the corresponding value in the reconstructed map.
As mentioned above the choice of the weights w b and w p is very critical. The LTD method finds a spatial distribution of gas concentrations that agree with measured path integrals, and has a low third spatial derivative in each direction, at every point. The trade-off was controlled in this paper by an adjustable parameter, h, called weight ratio. It is defined as
where w b is the mean weight of the beams. Finding an optimal weight ratio is of great importance in order to make the LTD method utilizable. 
Results

Noise-free data
Figures 4, 5, and 6 show reconstruction of map 1, 6 and 7 using the LTD and LTD m when the cut-off limit was 0.5l. These reconstructions were performed with the basic configuration. For each map, reconstructions are presented for three different weight ratios: h 1 = 0.5, h 2 = 500 and h 3 = 5Á10
5
. As can be seen in the figures the r 2 values are very close to 1 for each reconstruction. Therefore, the r 2 value is not always a useful measure of the reconstruction quality, especially for noise-free data. However, the nearness values and peak errors were heavily affected by the weight ratio. Similar magnitudes on the weights w b and w p , forcing the solution to be close to quadratic, result in images with high reconstruction errors. It is obvious that the weight ratio should be relatively high for optimal reconstruction quality both in the LTD and the LTD m version. The LTD method presented excellent reconstruction quality of map 1, because of the very high smoothness of map 1. However, the original LTD method has a drawback of creating maps with negative pixel values, which are set to zero, for concentration maps comprising steep gradients and regions with low concentrations. This results, as shown in Figures 5 and 6 , in underestimation of peak values and artefacts looking similar to the Gibbs effect. With the LTD m version these problems were reduced significantly and as a result the nearness values and the peak errors were significant improved. For concentration map 1 the original and the modified version gave the same results since very few path-integrated concentrations were below the cut-off limit. The LTD m version showed excellent reconstruction quality for all single-peak profiles. However, for much more complex maps such as map 6, 7 and 8 the quality was reduced. Still, LTD m presented rather good qualitative agreement with only a few artefacts in the reconstructed maps.
Focusing on single-peak Gaussian profiles, best reconstructions were performed with pixel resolution 20 £ 20, see Tables 2 and 3 . Optimal weight ratio was 5Á10 3 or higher when using 100 and 400 pixels. Logically good reconstructions were achieved of map 1 even with lower weight ratios, since that map was reminiscent of a quadratic distribution. For optimal weight ratio the peak error was less than 1% for all single Gaussian peak maps using the LTD m method. When the pixel resolution was 900 cells, the weight ratio had to be decreased and an optimum was found to be around 50. Higher ratio resulted in non-physical reconstructed images with artefacts. Using a 10 by 10 grid resulted in good reconstructions for smooth profiles such as map 1 and map 5 but failed to capture the more complex maps correctly. Figure 7 shows the nearness value of the more complex distributions as a function of weight ratio for different pixel resolutions. Again, optimal pixel resolution seems to be with 20 £ 20 pixel resolution. However, good reconstructions were also achieved for the other two pixel resolutions. The optimal weight ratio moved toward lower values as the pixel resolution increases. For the two nonGaussian profiles the optimal weight ratio was lower than the Gaussian profiles, especially for map 8 which had an optimal weight ratio of 5. This resulted in significant too low maximum peak value as can be seen in Table 4 .
Peak height and variance
Tables 2 and 3 clearly show that the reconstruction quality depends considerably on variance of the profile and peak height. For single-peak maps with constant peak height, the reconstruction quality was improved as the variance of the profile increased. Concurrently, for constant variance, the quality improved as the peak height decreased using a pixel resolution of 10 by 10 or 20 by 20 pixels. Maps Figure 7 . Nearness as a function of weight ratio for map 6, 7 and 8. Cut-off limit 0.5l. Table 4 . Reconstruction quality when using 100% beams and 50% beams respectively. Nearness and peak error using optimal weight ratio. Pixel resolution is 20 £ 20 and cut-off limit 0. with sharp gradients were harder to reconstruct since the algorithm to some extent forces the solution to follow locally quadratic distributions. Surprisingly, for the 30 by 30 grid case, the reconstruction quality was more or less unaffected by the peak height.
Beam density
When using only half of the beams, the 20 by 20 pixel resolution was again optimal. This strengthens the indication that pixel resolution of 10 £ 10 pixels is too low to capture concentration maps with steep gradients. A 20 £ 20 pixel resolution seems to be good enough to capture most of the sharp gradients and at the same time prevent making the problem too underdetermined concerning known path-integrated data versus unknown pixel values. For this resolution there was still very good reconstruction quality even despite the fact that only half of the beams were used, see Table 4 . For single-peak maps, the peak error was less than 2%. For the single-peak maps, the smaller the variance or higher the peak height, the more drastic the effect was of decreasing the number of beam paths. Consequently, reconstruction of concentration maps with steep gradients needs more path-integrated measurements than smoother maps to achieve the same level of reconstruction quality.
Focusing on map 7 and 8, the quantitative and qualitative quality decreased surprisingly little when the beam density was halved. The nearness value increased by only 10% and 3.5% for map 7 and map 8 respectively. Qualitatively the peaks were seen to be slightly more smoothed out, see Figure 8 .
Cut off limit
The above analysis of the LTD method was done with a cut-off limit of 0.5l. Similar tendencies were shown with higher cut-off limits regarding optimal weights for different pixel resolutions and beam intervals. Logically, very high cut-off limits should result in bad reconstructions. However, that is not always the case. For the original LTD method the cut-off limit had insignificant effect on the reconstruction quality for h up to 8l. Figure 9 shows the nearness value, using the LTD m method, as a function of the cut-off limit as well as the normalized cut-off limit, defined as h Ã ¼ h 6 y where y is the mean path-integrated data.
Using the LTD m method the reconstruction quality of the simple single-peak profiles were optimal at normalized cut-off limit just under 0.05, see Figure 9b . Maps 3 and 5 were more sensitive to high cut-off limit, because large amounts of the path-integrated data fell under the cut-off limit resulting in many pixels forced to be zero and a mismatch between the real projection data and the re-projection. The reconstruction quality of map 6 was highly increased with increasing cut-off limit, see Figures 9 and 10. The same tendency appears for map 7 but not as drastic. High cut-off limit provides more information but with the risk of high mismatch between real projections and re-projections of Figure 8 . Reconstruction of test map 8 using 100% (left) of the beams respectively 50% (right). Pixel resolution was 20 £ 20, cutoff limit 0.5l and h = 5. a reconstructed image. Therefore it is a trade-off between reconstruction errors caused by low or high cut-off limits, see also Cehlin and Sandberg (2006) .
Noisy data
In the previous subsections it was shown that the LTD m method might heavily lessen aliasing distortions. This subsection focuses on reconstruction errors caused by the presence of random noise in the path-integrated measurements. Reconstruction based on noisy data is very troublesome since errors will be mapped from data to the reconstructed model parameters.
The mean nearness value and its standard deviation (error bar) as a function of weight ratio for 2.5% and 10% noise level for maps 3, 7 and 8 using the basic configuration are shown in Figure 11 . When noise was introduced into the path-integrated data the nearness values increased for all test maps. The optimal weight ratio tended to decrease as the noise level increased. For single-peak maps (excluding test map 1) optimal weight ratio was around 500 for noise level 2.5%. For 10% noise level, the solution had to be more regularized to follow the prior information and therefore the optimal weights were around 50.
As for noise-free reconstructions high detection limit resulted in better reconstruction of maps 6, 7 and 8. The mean reconstruction quality was close to noise-free reconstruction when a noise level of 2.5% was used. The standard deviation of the nearness value was also relatively low. When the noise level increased to 10% the mean nearness values were still very impressive but with somewhat higher standard deviation, see Table 5 . For the complex maps, the optimal weight ratio was around 50 for noise level 2.5%. For 10% noise level, optimal weights were slightly lower. As is clearly shown in Figure 12 , incorporation of prior knowledge of the image into the solution by adopting a prior distribution, and using optimal weight ratio, can efficiently minimise the effects of noise. Figure 11 . Variation of mean nearness value for different test maps with noise level 2.5% and 10% respectively. LTD is compared to LTD m with cut-off limit 0.5l and 8l. Error bars represents one standard deviation. A: test map 3; B: test map 7; C: test map 8.
Discussion
Overall when using optimal weight ratio the nearness values and the peak errors were very good, especially for the single-peak profiles. These results are better than results obtained from previous computer simulation studies using ART on different bivariate Gaussian profiles (Todd & Leith, 1990; Todd & Ramachandran, 1994) . In Todd and Leith (1990) the nearness values for reconstruction of different single-peak profiles were all around 0.03 using a 40 by 40 grid and 240 beam paths. In Todd Figure 12 . Single LTD m reconstructions from noisy data. Noise level was 10% and cut-off limit 8l. Map 3: h = 50 and 5Á10 5 respectively; Map 7: h = 50 and 5Á10 5 respectively; Map 8: h = 5 and 5Á10 5 respectively.
and Ramachandran (1994) the nearness values and mean peak errors for noise-free single-peak maps were between 0.08-0.20 and 2%-9% respectively when using 120 beams. For triple peak profiles, the nearness values and the peak errors were very similar to the current research. One can also conclude that the effect of decreasing the number of beams is not as drastic in the LTD m as in ART.
The agreement between tomographic reconstructions using LTD m and reference maps in the current research match the performance of the iterative MLEM method combined with grid-translation and multi-grid techniques (MLEM/GT-MG) developed by Verkruysse and Todd (2005) . The MLEM/GT-MG approach has shown to outperform other iterative methods used. Hence, the performance of the LTD m method is very promising. It should be stated that comparison with previous numerical studies is somewhat difficult since one cannot expect the reconstruction quality to only depend on the algorithm but also on beam setup and shapes of the test distributions.
It is shown in this study that the LTD m has to be more regularized (lower weight ratio) as the complexity increases to avoid bad reconstructions with artefacts. This implies that some knowledge of context is needed in advance about the distribution in order to achieve optimal reconstructions. This is of course a major drawback. However, it might be possible to attain information about suitable cut-off limits by studying the mean path-integrated data.
Reconstruction based on noisy data is very troublesome since errors will be mapped from data to the reconstructed model parameters. For noisy data, the LTD m method presented better overall mean reconstruction quality and lower standard deviation compared to the original LTD method. The LTD m approach efficiently lessened the effects of noise and created close to non-artefactual reconstructions. For noise level of 2.5%, the mean percent peak errors were all within 2% for the single-peak maps and under 17% for the complex non-Gaussian maps. Having noise level of 10% and high weight ratio, single reconstruction images ran the risk of showing poor reconstruction quality, both quantitative and qualitative. The reconstructed images then become peppered with errors, capturing only the basic contour of the peaks. However, at 10% noise and optimal weight ratio the visual quality was impressive and the mean nearness values increased to just around 0.10 for all single-peak maps, which is better than previous simulation studies including noise (Todd & Leith 1990; Todd & Ramachandran, 1994) .
In this article eight different concentration maps were studied. Obviously, a more comprehensive evaluation of the LTD algorithms needs to be performed using a battery of test concentration data maps under different conditions before it can be utilized with good certainty for real-time imaging of tracer gas concentrations in large indoor spaces. Beam configuration has an important role and it must be investigated more in future work, as well as number of views, beams and pixels. In the LTD approach each beam path is treated as a mathematical line (no thickness). Therefore, the influence of the beam width on the reconstruction quality should also be investigated.
One possible approach to improve the reconstruction quality further is to include point measurements or short beam-paths in some cells and force the solution to match these point measurements.
Another approach is to regularize negative pixels to be zero and then perform a new reconstruction. In this way negative pixels are reduced, resulting in better reconstruction quality. However, this makes the method slower since a new matrix inversion has to be performed and real-time imaging capabilities are weakened.
Conclusion
The numerical studies performed in this article have examined the applicability of the LTD m method for gas concentration diagnostics. The results have demonstrated that very accurate reconstructions of rather simple concentration profiles can be obtained using only four projection angles. The overall distribution of complex maps can also be captured well but small details in the distributions might be lost.
Both the original LTD and the LTD m version produced good reconstruction of test maps with relatively high concentrations throughout the whole region. However, for concentration maps consisting of steep gradients and regions with very low concentrations the LTD m performed better than the original version. Reconstruction of concentration maps where steep gradients occurred, were in general more susceptible to reconstruction error.
The LTD m algorithm heavily lessened aliasing distortions and efficiently minimized the effects of noise. For low-noise (2.5%) path-integrated data the optimal weight ratio was found to be around 50 to ensure sufficient reconstruction quality of both simple and complex distributions. A normalized cut-off limit just under 0.05 seems to be suitable.
The LTD approach offers good conversion efficiency; the number of required beam paths is very low compared to the number of reconstructed points. Especially for noisy data the LTD approach is favourable because it incorporates prior knowledge of the image into the solution by adopting a prior distribution for the unknown image. In this way the effects of noise are efficiently lessened. For utility as a flow diagnostic technique, real-time measurements are desirable, which implies that all the data should be acquired more or less simultaneously. However, one can expect reconstructions of instantaneous concentration distributions to be more complicated than time-averaged concentration distributions.
